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About This Game

Oh no!! You've fallen from grace. The dungeon master has doomed you to clean the Dungeon.

Not only you have to clean up the daily mess of the so called &quo 5d3b920ae0
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A good effort to combine 'Viscera Cleanup Detail' mechanics with a 'Dungeon Keeper' / 'War for the Overworld' setting. Has
real potential but is incomplete since the following basic features are missing. * Keyboard control configuration option instead
of forcing the player to use WASD for movement. * Dropping held items rather than forcing the player to hold onto food and
gold already picked up. * Optionally, spiders and other creatures should cast shadows to help with dodging and detection.
Currently worth about $2 USD. However, if the features above are added, I'd be inclined to give this a positive review. As a
stretch goal, the devs should add a map import feature from 'Dungeon Keeper 2' or 'War for the Overworld'. Even if map
import were limited to copying the dungeon map itself then procedurally adding everything else, I'd still be willing to pay $20 to
$30 for this feature.. A good effort to combine 'Viscera Cleanup Detail' mechanics with a 'Dungeon Keeper' / 'War for the
Overworld' setting. Has real potential but is incomplete since the following basic features are missing. * Keyboard control
configuration option instead of forcing the player to use WASD for movement. * Dropping held items rather than forcing the
player to hold onto food and gold already picked up. * Optionally, spiders and other creatures should cast shadows to help with
dodging and detection. Currently worth about $2 USD. However, if the features above are added, I'd be inclined to give this a
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positive review. As a stretch goal, the devs should add a map import feature from 'Dungeon Keeper 2' or 'War for the
Overworld'. Even if map import were limited to copying the dungeon map itself then procedurally adding everything else, I'd
still be willing to pay $20 to $30 for this feature.
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